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Monday
Elections
„,« election* with students
W !lret ballot for officers of
W*J*» club and student orL^Jjb. held ta the Alumrl
* *xt Monday, from 9 to
l^av vote in the election.

KV ^foUow,:

Leral Student BaUot
1

VnAN ASSOCIATION

Su- Williamson

CLASS OF 184*
President:
Walter Davis
Norman Temple
Vlce-Presldent:
Barbara Moore
Ruth Parkhust
Secretary:
Barbara Boothby
Barbara Moulton
Treasurer:
Almon Fish
Normal. Lloyd
Student Council Representative:
Deane Hoyt
Robert MacFarlane
Vincent McKusick
Lewis Tetlow

«

Terry

***
*
Valerl. Salving «
^er Smith "43
Horace Wood '43
^HUSHING ASSOCIATIOH
Senior Women
(Vote for 2)
Halcolm Daggett
D»vicl Nichols
jnul Qulmby
jailor Men
jjjry Bartlett
Virjini* Day

Club Ballots

juiior Men
(Vote for one)
John Grimes
Burton Knuat
Ltighton Watta
jailor Women
(Vote for one)
Valerie Salving
Helen Ulrlch
Barbara Johnson

| General Men's Ballot
STUDENT COUNCIL
dm of 1M2:
(Vote for four and check one for
President)
John Donovan
Thomas Flanagan
Louis Hervey
Joseph Howard
Irving Mabee
James Scharfenberg
Julian Thompson
Erland WentzeU
Otuof 191S:
(Vote for three and check one
for Secretary)
Charles Howarth
Robert McLauthlin
Lester Smith
Minert Thompson
A. Leighton Watta
Horace Wood

Women's Ballot
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
rretident
Virginia Day '42
Jean Keneston '42
VIce-President
June Atkins '43
Margaret Soper '42
Souor Advteora
Martha Blalsdell
Carol Handy ..••
Jane Hathaway
Sophomore Representattvaa
Uura CampbeU
fayette Hoyt
Florenc* Skinner
l *re you satisfied with the present Stu. G. set-up as it is now*
*■ Do you feel that you are adequately represented on the Stu.
G. Board?
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
"etident
E
"*abeth Moore "42
Priscilla Simpson *42
^President
N
»ncy Gould '43
'•atha UtUefleld '43 ..
StertUry
^bara Boothby '44
^raa MacGray '44
^aabeth Stafford '4*
*«Mei Swicj^p .tt

Class Ballots
CLASS

or 1MI

'^tent:
J

ohn James
°hnsig,be«
V
fc"»deBt:
EUz
abeth Moor*
"**> Turner
J

"••Jttsr,.

*<«Ua BlalsdeU
Temple
****e«
Aaa

^Mabse
Jac

«B«aior

CLASS OF IMS
President:
John Marsh ■
Norman Marshall
Vlce-Presldent:
June Atkins
Margaret Soper
Treasurer:
Thomas Doe
Webster Jackson
Secretary:
Margaret Soper
Nancy Terry

I

VARSITY CLUB
President
Louis Hervey '42
John Slgsbea '42
VIce-President
Thomas Flanagan '42
George Parmenter '42
cretary
Robert Langerman '42
David Schlff '43
Treasurer
Michael Matragrano '42
David Nlckerson '42
LAMBDA ALPHA
President
Brabara McGee '42
Dorotby Fcstei '42
Vice-President
Lucille Moussette '43
Jane White '43
Secretary-Treasurer
Rita Silvia '44
Barbara Boothby '44
CAMERA CLUB
President
George Kolstad '43
Albert Wise '42
Secretary-Treasurer
Myra Hoyt '42
Barbara Stanhope '42
Chairman Program Committee
Richard Cummings '44
Spaulding Shaw '44
FLYING CLUB
President
Armand Daddazio '42
Ralph Tuller »42....
Bob Oldmixon '42
Vice -President
David Nlckerson '42
James Scharfenburg '42
Raymond Karvey '42
Secretary
Richard Fee '43
Mitchell Melnlck '43
Treasurer
Arthur Fontaine '43
Mitchell Melnlck '43
Ernest Bishop '43
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PRICE: TEN CENTS

Science Exhibition Opens Tomorrow
Honors List Includes
62 Men, 65 Women
President's Cup
Goes This Year To
Framingham High
Fourteen students, nine men and
five women, attained high scholastic
honors last semester with straight A's;
they are, Hope Newman '41, BettyMay Scranton '41, Paul Wright '41,
Leslie Warren '41, Stanlon Smith '41,
Richard Dearborn '41, Frank Bennett
'41, Dorothy Mathews '42, Virginia
Day '42, John Lloyd 42, John Donovan '42, Dorothy Maulsby '43, Vincent
McKusick '44, and Edward Paul Dunn
'44

Prep Debaters
Compete Friday

Professors Lead Departments Offer
Dorm Bull-Session Many Unique Displays
Peace Commission
Sponsors Campus
Discussion Tonight

Is this our war? If it Is, what should
we do? If not, how can we keep out?
These are the leading questions which
will Initiate the simultaneous bullsessions to be held in most of the dorI mitories on campus this evening from
The fourth annual debate tourna'8:45 until 10:00 o'clock.
ment for the preparatory school championship of New England brings to ' In each dormitory that will particithe campus Friday representatives of pate, there will be a member of the
1
six schools, including the winners of faculty to lead the discussion. The
the past three years: Maine Central women's dorms will hold their bull1
sessions in their respective reception
The complete list of students having Institute (1938), Cushing Academy ' rooms, and the rooms to be used In
(1939),
Hebron
Academy
(1940),
and
a quality point ratio of 3.2 or better
the men's dorms are listed below.
includes 127 names. Massachusetts also Holderness School, New Hampton
Roger Williams: Mr. Seward; Procheads the list this year with 47 honor School and St John3bury Academy.
students. Maine is a close second with
The first round of debates takes tors' Room.

46, 15 of w«»:ch are from Lewiston and
7 from Auburn. Connecticut comes
third with 17; New Hampshire 6; New
Jersey 5; Vermont 2; Rhode Island
1; New York 1; Pennsylvania 1, and
Ohio L
The senior class has the greatest
representation with 22 men and IS
women. The juniors have 19 women
end 16 men; the sophomores 16 women and 12 men; and the freshmen, 13
women and 11 men. A total of 65 women and 62 men are on the list of 127.
They are as follows.
- 1941—Stanley Austin, Frank Bennett,
Edward Booth, John Bradley, Ruth
Carter, Stella Clifford, Kathleen Curry,
Richard Dearborn, Dwight DeWitt,
Dorothy Dole, Char.otte DoJoff, Nancy
Field, Clinton Fostrom, Robert Gorfine, Ruth Goss, Erna Hahnel, Winnifred Hansen, John Haskell, Richaru
Hoag, Margaret Hubbard, Mary Kingston, Joanne Lowther, John McLeod,
Willa.d Mills, Marjorie Mouiton, Hope
Newman, Morgan Porteus, Edward
Raftery,
Jean
Ryder,
Betty-May
Scranton, Lloyd Sinclair, Stanton
Smith, Orrin Snow, Norine Sturgis,
Arthur Tiffany, Frances Wallace, Leslie Warren, David Weeks, Harriet
White, Paul Wright

1942—Ruth Arenstrup, Richard Carroll Charlotte Crane, Mary Curtis,
Virginia Day, Frank Dietz, John Donovan, Dorothy Frost, Elaine Hardie,
A. Raymond Harvey, Richard Hitchcock, Joseph Howard, Elaine Humphrey, Malcolm Jewell, Eleanora
Keene, Robert Langerman, John
Lloyd, Irving Mabee, Dorothy Mathews, Glenn Meader, David Nichols,
Fred Perkins Jr., Barbara Breed Putney, Hartley Ray, Dorothea Ross, Priscilla Simpson, Muriel Swicker, Ralph
ROBINSON PLAYERS
Tuller, Ruth Ulrich, Vera Vivian, EtPresident
land WentzelL Barbara White, Claire
John Senior '42
Wilson, Sybil Witham, Jane Woodbury.
Ralph Tuller '42
1943—Norman Boyan, Yvonne Chase,
Charles Buck '42
True Crosby, Edith Dahlgren, Myles
Secretary
Delano, Mary Derderian, Roy Fairfield,
Frances Cooper '42
Dorothy Fenner, Arthur Fontaine,
Christine Williamson '42
Catherine Glazier, George Hammond,
RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY Ruth Horsman,Priscilla Kendrick, MuPresident
riel Lanckton, Jean Lombard, Ma.y
Judy Handy '42
McGraiL Robert McNeil, Robert KarMuriel Swicker '42
tell, Dorothy Maulsby, Ann Parsons,
Secretary-Treasurer
Avron Persky,
Freeman Rawson,
Thera Bushnell '42
Frances Rolfe, Valerie Salving, Jack
Dorothy Tuttlo '42
Stahlberger, Carl SteideL Helen Ulrich,
Virginia
Wentworth.
MACFARLANE CLUB
1944_Virglnia
Barnes,
Barbara
President
Boothby, Everett Davis, Edward Dunn,
Alice Turner '42
Esther Lou Foster, Louise Gifford,
George Kerwin '42
Francis Carkson Gingras, Albert GutVice-President
tenberg, Joan Hammond, Shirley HanDefeated Candidate for Pros.
bury, Fayette Hoyt, Elizabeth Kinney,
Secretary
Vincent McKusick, Robert Andrew
Mary Everett '42
MacFarlane Jr.,
Barbara Moore,
Priscilla Bowles '42
James Mann, Ruth Parkhurst, Virginia
Treasurer
Stockman, Lewis Joseph Tetlow, EdErnest Hinton '43
ward Timothy Tyler, Shirley Whiting,
Richard Smith '42
Meredith Williams Jr., Virgil Wood,
POLITICS CLUB
Dorothy Yates.
President
The President's Cup, presented to
Stunner S. Levin '42
the preparatory school whose gradJohn J. Lloyd '42
uates have the highest standing in the
VIce-President
freshman class, was also awarded by
• Elaine Humphrey '42
Pres. Gray in Chapel this morning.
Ruth Ulrlch '42
The cup was won this year by Senior
Secretary
High School, Framingham, Mass,
. Virginia Day '42
through the effort of Elaine L. Bush,
Christine Williamson '4*
Joanne Clopeck, and Dorothy Yates.
Treasurer
Springfield Classical is second with
Thomas Howarth '42
Esther Lou Foster, Anne D. Locke, j
David Nlckerson '42

H

H00 Scholarship
For Best Speaker;
Trophy For School

place at 3:30 p. m, the evening round
of debates at 7:00 o'clock. A trophy
emblematic of the New England
Championship, and the gift of the
College Club, will be presented to
the winning school, and Pres. Clifton
D. Gray will be present to personally
award a $100 scholarship to the debater adjudged the best individual
speaker of the tourney.
The tournament is sponsored each
year by the Bates Debating Council.
The proposition for debate is: "Resolved, that the power of the federal
government should be Increased".

Maine Group To Lead
Vespers Here Sunday
A group from the University of
Maine will travel to the Bates College
campus this Sunday, March 16. to
give a Vesp..- Serviic at 4 A oclock
in the afternoon in the ChapeL Dr.
Rayborn L Zerby is In charge of the
arrangements.
The delegation from Maine will consist of about thirty-two members of
their student body. A women's choir
of about twenty-eight voices, as an
added attraction, will supply music for
the service. The remaining four students are to lead the Vespers, one of
whom will be the speaker.
The topic of the speaker and the
routine of the service have not been
announced. The group will bring their
own programs. Last October during
the week end of the Bates-Maine football game, a delegation was sent by
the Deputations Commission of the
Bates Christian Association to the
campus at Orono, where a Sunday afternoon service was given. This Is the
second half of an exchange-vespers
:-y the two institution.--.
There probably will not be a supperforum after the service, diverting from
•or usual custom.

Doukas, MacFarlane
Win Debate Prizes
Despina Doukas and Robert Macfarlane won the individual prizes In
Ihree freshman prize debates Wednesday evening in the Music Room, and
each was a member of the team In
their respective debate.
Madeline Butler and Bradley Dearborn were Miss Doukas' colleagues on
the team which won a 3-0 decision,
proposing that the Federal Communications Commission be given a control over the press, while Elizabeth
Cort, Ruth Sullivan and Mildred Cram
were the negative speakers.
In the men's debate Vincent McKusick and Donald Day joined Macfarlane in successfully advocating a system of compulsory military training
at Bates. Michael Touloumtzls, Edward Dunn and Norman Temple were
their opponents.
Prof. Paul B. Bartlett, Prof. Paul!
Whltbeck and Morgan Porteus '41
gerved M judges 0f these debates,

Science Students
Orators Try Out In
Chase Hall Today Offer Interesting
Show To Public
Tryouts for the annual Oratorical Contest are scheduled for the
Chase Hall Music Room this afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. Any student may compete by reading from
manuscript an original oration
ten minutes long. Six students
will be chosen by the Judges to
compete next Wednesday night la
the finals In the Little Theatre.

Science Assistants
Speak On The Air

The big event on the Bates campus
this week is the Biennial Science Exhibit, to be held Thursday and Friday
nights in Carnegie Hall and Hedge
Laboratory. The doors will be open to
the public each night from six to ten
o'clock In each science hall will be
displayed all sorts of physical, chemical, geological, and mathematical exhibits.
In Hedg* Laboratory there will be
exhibits on Advanced Organic chemistry. Cultural chemistry. General
chemistry. Organic chemistry, Physical chemistry, QuaHtatlv chemistry,
Quantitative chemistry, Synthetic Textiles, and Research chemistry. In addition, several of the students will present a short play, depicting some phase
of chemistry. Flnley Cogswell '41 Is
general chairman of the chemistry exhibit. In charge of the individual exhibits are Lucille Leonard '42, Vera
Vtvian '42, Stanton Smith '41, Stanley
Austin "41. Willard Mills '41, John
Bradley '41, Erland S. WentzeU '42,
Flnley Cogswell '41, Frank} Bennett
'41, John Howarth '41, Perry Jameson '41, Joseph Houston '41, Thomas
O'Shaughnessy '41, George Hammond
'43, Setrak Derederian '43, Thomas Hetherman '43, Robert Martell '43, Melvln Day '43, Malcolm Jewell '42, and
Albert Wise '42.
In the Physics sections of tha various exhibits In Carnegie Science Hall
there will be demonstrations of Electricity, Glass Blowing, Mechanics,
Modern Physics, Optics, Photography,
Radio, and Sound. There will also be
a lantern-slide lecture depicting a
"Trip to the Moon". General chairman
of the physics exhibit Is Clyde
Glover '41_ Aiding in the physics demonstrations are; Walter Driscoll '42,
Frank Dietz '42, Armand Daddazio '42,
Michael Buccigross '41, Solomon Bunshaft '41, Daniel Dustin '42, George
Kolstad '43, Richard Baldwin '43, and
William Barr '42.

This afternoon from 4:4S to 6.00, the
North Dorm: Dr. Sweet; Room 103. Bates Radio Technique class will preMiddle Dorm: Mr. Qulmby; Room sent their weekly program, which will
103.
consist for the most part of Interviews
South Dorm: Mr> Carroll; Room with members of the science departments about the exhibits their respec202.
John Bertram: Dr. Zerby; Proctors' tive departments Intend to present to
the public at the Science Exhibit toRoom.
morrow and Friday nights. The proEast Parker: Dr. Leonard; Room 3a.
gram was written and directed by
"West Parker: Mr. Harms; Room 4. William Barr '42, who SviU b* in
Rand: Dr. Rademaker.
charge of the interviewing. Those to
be interviewed Include Clyde Glover
Cheney: Mr. Whltbeck.
'41 of the Physics department, MarStevens: Dr. Vernon.
jorie Moulton '41 of the Biology deMilliken: Mr. Berkelman.
partment, and Flnley Cogswell '41 of
Frye: Dr. BertoccL
the Chemistry department
Hacker: Dr. Hovey.
Usually the program ia divided into
The bull-sessions have been organ- four parts; namely. In the News, On
ized by the Peace Commission of the th« Campus, Ask the Scientist, and
Bates Christian Association for the Have you Read?, in which some mempurpose of exchanging Ideas on the ber of the class talks about each one
world-situation among students and of these groups for a specified snort
time. However, this week, In view of
faculty.
the
Science Exhibit which starts toOff-campus students are invited to
attend any one of the groups they morrow, the greater part of the program will be handed over to interwish.
views with these members of the science departments. Thomas Howarth
'42 will handle the book review for this
program, Arthur Cole '43 will report
on the current world news, and Joseph Shannon '41 will present some
highlights of recent doings on the
Also In Carnegie Science Hall the
Bates campus.
department of mathematics will show
Monday evening in Chapel, Dr.
an Intergraph, a Simultaneous EquaEvart E. Turner, specialist on Gertion machine, and will have a display
man affairs, outlined the German
on Surveying. Herman Tripp '41 Is
methods of influencing South Ameri
chairman of the mathematics exhibit
ca towards Nazism. Last summers
and is being assisted by Rose Worobel
visit in South America, preceded by
'42, Raymond Harvey '42, Mary KingAmong the many features of the anten summers In Germany, have affordston
'41, and Horine Sturgis '41.
nual demonstration of the Physical
ed him personal contact with the comOn
the top floor of Carnegie SciEducation Department on March 20
mon people and officials alike.
are the demonstrations of the past, ence Hall the Geology department will
Dr. Turner introduced South Amer- present, and future of healthy Bates have exhibits of Geography, Historical
ica into his discussion with statis- coeds, the Garnet and Black competi- Geology, Meterology, Mineralogy, Petics pertaining to its cultures and pop- tion, and the presentation of the ath- trography and Physical Geology. Irving
ulation, and he concluded that Brazil letic awards, as well as a program of Fisher '41 is chairman of the geology
Is the "hot spot" because of Its Na-i the Dance Club. The demonstration exhibit, and is being aided by Annetts
population—the largest concentration might be called, as far as the Dance Barrus '41, Alan Sawyer '41, John Proof Hitlerites outside of Germany. Con- Club is concerned, their spring recital. kop '41. George Antunes '43, Frank
cerning military equipment, Argentina
The theme of the Dance Club pres- Brown '41, Graham Borden '43, Kenis the strongest of South American entation is to be "'America*. The neth Lyford '43, Richard Thompson
powers, boasting three hund-ed planes, dances, all composed by the members '41, Erie Witty '41, Norman Boyan '43,
the only navy of importance, and one of the club, are in two phases. First Morgan Porteus '41, and Julian
airplane factory.
is the theme of the Machine Age, and Thompson '42.
The department of Biology will have
The Nazis penetrate our Southern secondly is the theme of the Western
neighbors through five avenues, he Pioneer. The dance for the Machine exhibits covering Botany, Embryology,
said the German school system. Age Is to represent the mechanical, Genetics, Histology and Blood TechChurch corruption, economic, politi- automatic movements involved In a nique, Microscopes, a Microvivarium,
cal threats and military preparation. machine.. New costumes add to the Preservation Methods, Comparative
Probably one of the most fearful is mood being expressed by the Pioneer Anatomy, and Birds. The Stanton Muthe seizure of military equipment from dance. Frances Rolfe '43, the piano ac- seum will also be open for inspection
companist, has adapted and composed Montrose Moses '41 and Paul Wright
civilian homes.
all the music for both the dances.
'41 are co-chairmen of the biology exAfter the Physical Education Dem- hibit, and are being assisted by Doronstration there will be very few per- othy Dole '41, Charlotte DoUoff "41, Reformances by the Dance Club, but becca Fnnl« '41, Percy Knight '42, Daamong their recent activities there has vid Weeks '41, Jean Atwater '41, Robbeen a demonstration of techniques ert Gorflne '41, Albert Ring '42, Franand dance for the Philharmonic So- cis Jones '43, and Marjorie Moulton '41.
The annual Student Government ciety of Auburn on Friday, March 7,
Visitors to the Science Exhibit are
Tea Dance, which will be held on Fri- by six of the girls with Frances Rolfe urged not to miss the following outday, March 21, from 3:45 to 6.15, Is to as accompanist.
standing displays.
be under the supervision of Aino PurLife Too Small to be Seen with the
anen '41. The decorations will have a
Naked Eye; Carnegie Library.
gay, Easter motif, and as yet no plans
Plants Grown Without Soil; 33 Carfor entertainment have been completnegie.
ed. There will be ten dances, and the
The Newest in Paint Pigments; 11
Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby and m dele- Hedge.
music wiU be furnished by the Bates
gation of four students will represent
Bobcats.
Does Life Progress?; 14 Carnegie.
Take Tour Own High Speed PicThe guests will be Dr. and Mrs. Bates at a Peace Conference to be
Gray, Dr. and Mrs. Leonard, Dr. and held at Colby College on Saturday tures!; 23 Carnegie.
The Thermite Exhibit; 11 Hedge.
Mrs. Wright, and Mr. and Mrs. Rowe. and Sunday, March 15 and 1«, at which
Amateur Radio Station; 2 Carnegie.
Miss Clark and Mra Kierstead will the four Maine colleges will be repLight Under Water; 26 Carnegie.
resented.
serve as pourer*.

Turner Views Struggle
Over South America

Dance Club Features
Pays Ed Demonstration

Tea Dance Welcomes
First Day Of Spring

Delegation To Attend
Colby Peace Conference

\*

mattanvMan,
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The

Social Symphonies

BATES STUDENT
(Founded M 1*73)
(Student Office TeL 3782-J)

(The

Editor
(TeL MS**)
Brook* W. Hamlet"* 'it
.Managing Editor
(TeL «S*-J)
Edward F. Booth '41
Assistants: Joiin Robinson '42, Kutii J. Steven* '42, George Hammond 43,
Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen '41, William Worthy it. '4*, Marios
Tiiouiaa 41, Janice Jayne '42, Mitchell Meinick '43, Robert Scott '42, Guy
Cainpoeu '43, Kooert MacFarlaa* "44, Norman Boyan '43, Almon Fish '44,
Paul E. e'ournier '44, Rita SUvia '44, Bvetvn Maradea '44, Bradley i>earborn 44, cua JSuntim «, a*a ruxouus '44, Micnael Touleumtoia 44, Nina
Leonard '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Joiin SUnlserger '42, Margaret Sonar 42.
New* Editor
(Tea. *-838»)
Ralph F. Taller '43
rn,ai Uie News: Edmund Leonard '41, John Prokop '4L
Forensic Heporter, David W. Nichols '42.
Stau: John kobinson '42, Richard Horton '42, Lysander Kemp '42, Richard
Balawtn %s, Norman Boyan 43, Arthur Domains '43, Webster Jackson
'42, iuiieheu Meinick '43, Almon 4'isn '44, Paul Foumier '44,
Reporters: Kicnard Dearborn '41, Durant Brown "42, David Nickeraen '42,
Wilnam Wortny '42, Kooert Marteil '43, Jack btanioerger '43, Thomas
Wwotou '43, ttarry Barba '44, Kicnard Cummings '44, Donald Day '44,
Francis Gingras '44, Albert Uutunoerg 44, Deane Woyt '44, aitchael
XouioiimUi* '44.
Women's Eoilor
(XeL 820J) *
Annetta Barru* "41
Reporters: Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen 41, Frances Waliaoe '41,
Kuta baniora '41, Jean Kyder '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Joanne l4>wther
'41, H.UHU Hunt '41, cauieiine Vvuuie '41, Kutn Elevens '42, Dorothy Frow
•2, i>orouiy Foster '4S, neien Martin '42, Ekiabeu* iloore '42, Patricia
Bradoury 12, Uiadya BWiuaore '42, Ariene Cnauoourn* '43, JOia Santmi
'43, Baroara lioouiuy '44, Jean umua '44, Lucy Corneuus '44, Braoiey
Dear001 n 44, Virginia rtunt '44, iNina i^eouaru 44, Heien iMira '44, nivelyn laarsoen '4% jourie xwiduuie '■*«, bia luaoiui* «*, Kita ouvia '44,
iiai-iau i^oveiand ^ Aline i'tauuie '43, Virginia WentwOrtO '43.
Sport* Editor

(Tel. 8-4128) .

John Donovan '4.

Stall: David Nickerson '42, Marcel Boucher '43, George Hammond '43, Carl
Mun* 43, Jonn oc^iuuergcr '43, iwooeri Sjcott '43, inonias Winston '43,
Jouii rtoo.n^on '«4 iwinas 'i'uiu 43, narvey C. Baroa '44, jiWmund
Uioson **, John iwoioca 44, Micnaei- louioumuis 44, Kooert A Maclaruuie '44.
(TeL 4108-W)
Warren Drury '41
BusmesH Manager
Auvenising Miuiager
(TeL S-SSW)
Chandler D. Baldwin to
Circuiauon Manager
CM. «-»»»)
Frederick C. Whitten '41
Department Assistants: Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '4J, Richard
Carroll 42, George Umieusky 42, Hildreth Fumer '42, Waldemar Fhnt
'43, Kooert uoouspeed '44, ihoinas riayden '42, Jonn Uennessy '43, Joseph
Uowaru 42, David KeUsey. '44, Vincent McKusick '44, filia 8antUU '4J,
Kicuaiu laroiey '44. "

The snow storm of the past week
end didn't cramp the style of the many
Bates coeds who went places and did
things. In spite of the return of old
King Winter, a group of Whlttlerites
and Milllkenites Journeyed to Rockland for the week end. Al Turner and
Bee WoodfaU to the home of Dot
Frost, Frar.cy Cooper to Do Borgeson's, and Dot Tuttle to Pudge Dudwick's . . . Both Dot Frost and Pudge
Dudwick entertained their mother.
Friday night. . . Lo Oliver and Helen
Sweetsir left the Bates campus for
Hel's home In Saco, where they spent
a merry week end . .. Colby and Dartmouth were represented on campus
by Paul Witham visiting Peg Soper
end Emery Rice visiting Ginnie Wentworth . . . Th» infirmary has claimed
both of the Wilson House proctorsJudy Chick and Hart Blaisdell have
been companion sufferers for the past
few days . . . Hazel Smyth spent Sunday in Portland visiting friends ... A
recent visitor to Hacker House was
Mabbie Loveland's mother . . ■ Also
seen on campus were Maxine Urann
and Bud Malone ■ ■ ■ There seemed to
be a general exodus from Chase
House. Sis Entress visited Betty Kinley at Betty's home in Pittsfield, Carol
Hawkes visited Ginnie Stockmen at
Ginnle's home in Portland, and Judy
Campbell traveled homeward . . . Cheey House played hostess to three subfreshmen . . . Ardie Lakin entertained
a friend from Portland . . . The reason
for Wes Davis' beaming countenance
the past week end was the return of
Chuck Chaffers to say good-bye again
before leaving for training camp . . .
Stevens House wound up an exciting
week end by a good old-fashioned
sleigh ride Sunday night.
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Campus Camera

THE CROW'S NEST
By LYSANDER KEMP '42

IFRE5HMEN AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF HOLLAND ARE REQUIRED
ID HAVE THEIR HEADS SHAVED
TO A HIGH POLISH, AND ARE W
PERMITTED TO USE THE DOORS >.H
ENTERING CAMPUS BUHDiNft;
WRING THEIR ENTIRE FIRS'.
X6AR/

BUCK5ROV
A #500 SCHOLARSHIP
OFFERED Bf HAMILTON
C0LLE6E IS OPEN TO
AU MEN IN AMERICA BY THE
NAME OF LEAVENW0R1H/

(Editor's Note: The staff bas felt
sistance, pray tell. Tendin-,.
for some time that the From the
the fire-side chaUT
*"
News column, usually located here,- ■
• • •
has failed to fulfill its original
purpose, to arouse the Interest of
Hitler can breathe a m
students in those Important news
found relief. The Yugo^l
events taking place outside camsigned a non-aggression
pus. In an attempt to remedy this
promise not to attack Corm ? 1
situation the author has originaed
question is, how relieved
a new column, and considerably
Yugoslavians feel about Hitw"'
revised the manner of presenting
ise not to attack? w6 w
°nder 1
the news. If you like it, please let
wonder.
us know; the demand wUl govern
• • •
our action in continuing it or reIn all the weeping an<
turning to the old style From the
that followed the campaign
News, which will be found In anby some anonymous wit », * '
other place on this paga.
unnoticed. Quoth he: "The 1
Any opinions here presented are
don't have any need for M, 1
those of the author, and do not
office. They're dizzy enough JJ"
necessarily reflect the policy of
We like that a lot, but aJS
the STUDENT.)
just die-harda
"'
•

There has been something grimly amusing about the three week senatorial debate on the Lease-Lend BilL
While Britain fought, needing our aid
as soon as we could give It, our senators wasted time filling page after
page of the Congressional Record,
rhey knew how the public felt about
the bill, and could have passed it in
three days. After aU, hot air doesn't
belp England very much.

*

e

A few weeks ago another I*.
foreign minister was lavish!,
tained at Hitler's private beet1
The Bulgarians, who are a ft
people, offered to return the L
ity, and told Adolf to drop in,
Adolf felt friendly too, but
make a visit Now we see thathT,
about 100,000 uniformed good-wial
bassadors into Bulgaria We hop,]
Bulgarians are as hospitable u L
was, for their own good. He cult
tea in England, so you can't tell 1
he'll take elsewhere.

The British are going into Ethiopia
• • •
r.ow. Their air reconnaissance reports
that they have seen white flags of
We see by the papers that ouri
surrender flying at points more than is relaxing its discipline somewhitl
100 miles beyond the British vanguard. instance, a salute is no lonprl
The Fascist countries have always quired off the post, and soldienf
were five Bates men and four men been able to plan things well in ad- continue eating when an officer!
from town. One of his ideals since he vance, and the Italians are doing just the mess-hall. Next thing yoa I
has assumed the leadership has been that with their usual efficiency.
they'll be giving them permiaij
to get as many students on the band
take pot-shots at the bugler.
at possible, and as a result, last year
there were only three out of eleven
The question of whether Jimmy
players who were not college men. For
The Japanese are sending 11
the most part this year there have Roosevelt is or Is not a soldier has ambassador to Berlin for a confen
been only two outside members play- been solved. Mrs. Roosevelt tells us Wonder if he's got a domineering*
that Jimmy has no aptitude for miliing with the Bobcat*.
It will help him a lot if he I
tary work. Once, during a drill, he
In 1939-1940, the band played 37 Job? marched a regiment Into a stone wall, how to take his sldt of t oat-j
including the Chase Hall Saturday
conversation.
so she must be right She says the only
0
•
•
night dances. They played in many of
reason he's a lieutenant-colonel is so
the clubs and schools in the vicinity
that he can be of assistance to his
Doc Fisher says Geology covi
of Lewiston, and when the end of the
presidential pater. What kind of as- ! lot of ground.
school year drew near, requests came
to them from many schools in oulylng
oistricts who wanted the BobcaU to
play for their senior proms and graduation dances. Stan himself handles
the business arrangements and secures
these outside Jobs for the orchestra.
By ELIA SANTILLI '43
Securing new men is a -eal problem
for the Bobcats. Every v>ar Jack Cur- SENATE PASSES
common Interests between Bel*
tis, as he travels to the various high LEASE-LEND BILL
and Berlin, but will not be tm?
schools and academies in New EngThe Senate voted In favor of British by a seciet past of special
land interviewing students who seem aid by a poll of 60-3L Ihe Lease-Lend lolitical, or economic privilega
interested in coming to Bates, tries to Bill has been subject to— bitter and — Britain
i-uiainhas
iiiunever
nevertried
trieuto w
f«*1
.—
contact musicians who are interested tense debate In the Senate for the kind of a treaty with YugosUrt
in going to college, explaning to them past three weeks. The blU will be sent i:iS 'hat any kind of a conflict I
the possibilities of earning money to the White House if speedy concur- he Slavs and the Reich would I
playing for the Bates College dance rence by the House of the Senate's disastrous to the Slavs ant I
band. Mr. Curtis then gives the list of amendments take place, where it will the shattering of a formidable1
these men to the leader of the band, be immediately signed by the Presi- that might at some time IsttfM
and if they come to Bates, they are in- dent and put into prompt effect. Algreat help to Britain. Is BritiM
vited to try out for it. Besides this though it is rumored that the execulate in casting her lot and
every September, Mr. Crafts, the mu- tive branch is actively engaged in
one more country to com* un» j
sical director of the college, hands preparations for putting the measure
over to the leader the names of the Into effect so that the time Reich's power?
new musicians who might provide protracted by the House during their
suitable material for the dancc band, debates might be made up before the ROOSEVELT SPEAKS
rhey are also Invited to attend tryouts predicted assault on Britain this TO FARMERS
to show their merits. At the auditions spring take* place.
President Roosevelt once oof'
the leader and accomplished members
livered a speech at the al"lU,1
The bill authorizes the President to
of the band, pick out the new memversary farm dinner. The fist P"1
manufacture or otherwise procure all
bers for the organisation.
his speech dealt with the na^
kinds of defense articles and either
successful Journey that the
Thomas Made About
sell, lend, or dispose of them in any
have traveled through during ""j
Twenty Arrangements
>ther way to the government of any
eight years. He stated that t»
The band uses stock arrangements foreign country whose defense seems mers are now in a splendid »>
on sheet music for the most part, but vital to our security.
to play their full part in the P^
Camp Thomas '43 has provided them
All the amendments made by the for national defense — °ur '
with about twenty of bis own ar- Senate were minor ones with the exare full, our stores of ft**1 w*1 rangements, which are very popular
ception of the Byrd amendment. This are adequate to meet our n I
with the dancing crowd her* at the is the one that would require th
home, there are no bottlenecks
college. Incidentally, Camp used to previous authorization by Congress be
dustry, and the farmer is Pf*
play with Rudy Wallace who still uses
given In an actual appropriation bill meet almost any accident WKM
some of his arrangements. The Bob- before the President could make any
six million farmers cooper* ^1
cats are paid by the Chase Hall com- future transfers of defense articles,
these national programs, « •* ,
mittee, which is one of the Christian once the Jl.000,000,000 worth of mateing way for a future of democr"']
Association groups on campus. The or- rial had been exhausted. If the House
supplying those engaged '
chestra is under the charge of Mr. accepts this amendment made by the
Preside"'
Rowe, representing the college admin- Senate, the Senate would have no fur- against the dictators
may b»«
velt
feels
that
we
istration, Mr. Crafts,' representing the
her voice in the bill, and it will be set world in which we may "« *
music department, and Dr. Zerby as
in motion right after the President's freedom, and security- -the 1
the faculty advisor of the C. A.
approval.
world that our fanner fore"
The present regular members of the
dreamed of and worked 'of
• • e
Bobcats and the instruments they pjay
settled the Atlantic
are as follows. Howard Jordan '44, AXIS AND YUGOSLAVS
pushed their way to the West
first trumpet; Camp Thomas '43, sec- REACH COMPROMISE
dent Roosevelt states: 1 •* M
trs*1!
ond trumpet; Stan Smith •«, third
The latest reports are that Yugosla- dent that the farmers of I*11
t™M»P«t; Norman Uoyd '44, saxo- via wiU sign a pact with the Reich kind of world to survive"
phone; Everett Unacott '44, saxo- this week insuring non-aggression. It
phone; Merle Eastman ••», clarinet- is also understood that Adolf Hitler
Willy Walter. '48, trombone; Bruce has withdrawn pressure on YugoslaMAY EXTEND
Parka '44, piano; "Shove- Scavotto '42, via for signature of the tripartite pact GUARD TRAININO
^I
drums; Ray Bendart, town, base. At and other concessions for the time •»•
Several papers have **ZA
present the band has been shopping iug. Official conformation as to tn, the Army is considering •»
rf|
•round to find a regular eleventh man contents of the bill are unavailable gress to extend the train"* 1
to play the saxophone, meanwhile us- but it is thought that this non-aggres
——*"» *»-«• «"• non-aggres- National
National Guam
Guard ror
for —"<**"£
| ing various outside -itn.
•Ion pact will include declarations of President denies any &">*

Much Effort Goes Into Making
Bobcats Leading College Band

How many of those who go to the
Chase Hall dances every Saturday
Christian Service dub
Professor Berkelman showed slides night know anything of the backend
gave a lecture on Sculpture and ground of the organization which profubllstibit weekly during the college National Advertising Service, Lac.
CtlUf PutUsktn Ripr,unuin*
Religion at the recent meeting, March vides the music for their dancing?
year uy (fee studenu ol Bates College
AZO MADieoM Avi.
New YOWL N. V. 9. The nominations for officers were
The Bates Bobcats is quite an old fixread and accepted.
ture on the campus, but not up until
Camera Club
Entered at stcond-cUst Matter a* Enlargements were brought to the the last few years has there been ar.y
the Post Office, Lewirfn, Umme meeting last Monday, March 10, to be real attempt to present good dancing
i >}ix.a»ut7u ULHteosLiiG Press
n-usic to the attendants of the dances.
Distributor of
4
Subscription . . . %UA per year examined and Judged for the Science
The original Bobcats was a small
Exhibition.
<£lle&iateDi6est '
six or seven piece orchestra which
Swimming Club
Swimming Club spent last Thursday used to play at the Saturday night
evening, March 6, busily working lo dances. There was little or no real orprepare their skits and formations for ganization to th first bands. About
e
You've all heard the old familiar arguments propounded the pageant to be' held during Health :936, Jack Curtis asked Don Partridge,
Week.
cne of the best musicians ever to grace
around election times exhorting the people to get out and vote. Basketball Crab
Most of them go for our own all-College elections as well. Stating The meeting held yesterday after- the Bates campus, how much it would
it simply and honestly, you are citizens of the campus democracy. noon, March 11, was conducted in two cost to present to the students a well
divisions. The first consisted of in- organized dance band. Partridge said
You get certam advantages from this mode of college life, that you terpretation of rules for those inter- \tha.t for thirty-six dollars he could get
might not get if organizations like the student governing bodies ested in coaching.. The other division ft nine piece band ^ wouM ^ m<jre
„
„ .,
. _.
.
were not in existence. You cannot expect to keep these advantages scrimmaged. "Vonnle" Chase '43 and than
suitable enough. This tband was
Lucy" Davis '43 were in charge of the
if you do not execute certain responsibilities of your own. One of meeting.
made up of about an equal number of
Bates men and town men since thert
these is seeing that the people with the best ability get placed in Ski Club
were not enough good musicians on
At
the
meeting
held
March
10
plans
positions of responsibility on these governing bodies. In other
were discussed for the week end ski campus. The newly organized band apwords, you nave to go and vote, intelligently.
trip to Cannon Mountain, March 15-16. pealed so much to the college that a
In the past few years, in our. opinion, the student governing Sophomore Cabinet
dance band has been kept as a perThe meeting held March 11 was in manent fixture ever since. Incidentalagencies have distinguished themselves in their manner of doing charge of Gordon Corbett '43. Hazen's
ly, the group that played in 1936 earnthings. Ihe aaministration seems to have more confidence in them "Book on Religion" will be discussed. ed enough
money from their jobs, on
than was tne case a tew years ago.This is a result of their quiet Robinson Player*
and off campus, to pay their board
yet thorough and insistent way of doing things. In order to keep For the meeting held March 10 the bills.
Robinson Players were divided up Intj
tne governing bouies in thi3, position where they can get action on groups such as acting, make-up, stage, Smith Reorganizes
Band In 1938
important mutters, you must go and vote intelligently next Mon- and costume to discuss these differ- A lean year was in store for the
ent aspects in respect to the "Taming
Bobcats when in 1937 almost the enday.
of the Shrew".
tire band graduated, and left only i
This is not an array of generalities designed to evoke in you Ta*"h^ft Alpha
few accomplished dance musicians on
A supper meeting was held in the j the campus. In 1938 Stan Smith 41
an emotional feeling for democracy. These are the facts of the Union
Match 11, followed by a discusover the leader's position and hi
case, if you want to keep campus life as good as it is, if you want sion in charge of Lucille Moussette '43. took
decided to make the Bobcats into a
to see any problems now existing solved and conditions bettered, Sodalita* Latlna
better dance band. The first essential
then the simple common sense of the situation is that you must The meeting held March 10 was in thing was the enlargement of the ban..
charge of Ruth Andrews '42 and Ruth to eleven pieces, which meant, c^
take your part. Go to the Gym Monday and vote. Do so on the basis Arenstrup '42. Latin writers which j course, that each player would have
of your best judgment. Someone has said that democracy is a com- could be used in high school but u*u- | to take a cut in pay. In Smith's flrsc
ally are not were discussed.
year as a member of the Bobcats there
mon responsibility.
CLUB NOTES

Democracy On Campus

There is also another aspect to this question, to which the
same common sense applies. And that is that the student who
accepts his own, however small, part in this common responsibility
in the best manner here on campus will undoubtedly be the best
citizen in a democracy throughout his life.

bill or no lend-lease bill, our own democracy is in danger here as
well as there, in more ways than one. These gentlemen in the Congress or elsewhere don't have to be of the same mind on the all-out
aid proposals or upon many other issues in order to fulfill the requirements of democracy. But they do need to be of the same mind
in regard to doing their best to work for democracy, and each needs
to recognize in the other the sincerity he so loudly proclaims for
himself.
Otherwise the people sometime will begin to doubt his
Name - Callers Beware
Late last week the Senate of the United States finally passed own sincerity and integrity. The man who does too much namethe now famous Lend-Lease Bill. Final action to make it a law will calling toward those who disagree with him is to be treated with
probably come about this week. About two months have elapsed some suspicion himself.
since it was introduced in the House by Representative MacCorIf you look back at some of the greater presidents in our hismack and in the Senate by Senator Barkley. The world is familiar tory,- such as Andrew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln, or Thomas Jefwith the lengthy debates which have taken place during that ferson, you will find that they who did so much for democracy as
time in both houses, before the vote was allowed. And so democra- presidents were also strong presidents. The present-day Franklin
cy in the United States makes another bit of its history.
Roosevelt is certainly taking his place as a strong president. BeWe hope the animosity which has evidenced itself in some cause his predecessors used their power carefully and justly lefg
places during the hot debates will now be forgotten. For tend-lease hope he will follow their example.

FROM THE NEWS
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ftx Records Go_Asr Cindermen Trim Colby, 70-47
pjaterial Raise
jHoop Chances
doubt been responsible for

SPORT

SHOTS

By ROBERT SCOTT '43

Racquet Weilders Get
In Condition In Gym

The weather man has made all ski
enthusiasts very happy this last week,
It might be well at this point to
but he has snowed under both literoffer Edward Little High of Aually and figuratively the plans of the
burn the congratulations and best
tennis team. However, Prof. August
wishes of the sports staff of the
Buschmann, coach of the racqueteers,
STUDENT. The Red Eddies have
hopes to get his wards In trim in the
really shown the stuff championAlumni Gymnasium until the courts
ship teams are made of this past
are in condition.
season. A record of 23 straight vicCo-captains of the tennis team are
tories without a set-back is someFred Whitten '41 and Jim Walsh '41.
thing to crow about You all know
These two veterans, assisted by Joe
how the Eddies came through the
Millerick '41, Dwight DeWitt '41, Paul
Western Maine tourney and deQuimby '42, Jim Scott '42 will carry
feated Lewiston for the title. Last
the burden in intercholastic competiSaturday the Fisher outfit lived up
tion. Mr. Buschmann can also rely on
to all predictions and took Bangor
the services of Bob Archibald '43, Bill
into camp 37-29 for the state of
Euker "43, and Junle Watts '43.
Maine championship. This victory
"The season's prospects are medigives the Auburn team the right
ocre," says the coach, but we believe
to compete with the best in New
that this is a bit of modesty on his
England at Manchester, N. H. this
part for Bates has always been well
week. And believe me, the comperepresented in the past.
tition at Manchester is going to
In the JV division George Silverman
be really tough. As the saying
'44 and Dean Hoyt '44 can be counted
goes, Edward Little "ain't seen
on to give their all to the game. It Is
nawthin' yet". Well, to Coach
also believed that more freshmen will
Jackie Fisher, Mike DiRenzo, Fran
rally to the colors before the season
Parker, Gene Hachey, and all the
is fully under way. Both freshmen are
rest: congratulations and best of
good athletes and have been consisDON WEBSTER
of luck in the New England
tent starters for the Bobkltten baskettourney. The Eddies will also comball team. Silverman was runner-up
pete in the Glen Falls, N. Y., inin the ping-pong competition; and ff
vitation tourney which Includes
there exists any relation between table
the best teams in the East.
tennis and tennis itself, the JV will
have a bang-up player on the courts.
The Interdorm Basketball TournaThe schedule for the team has not
ment ended last Saturday with the
been announced as yet
By the way, the usual schedules of
teams in the final play-offs showing
Intramural softball and baseball are
much spirit When the game ended
coming up before too long so it might
Cheney House led its rival, Rand Hall,
be well to look ahead and see what's
26-19. In the semi-finals played earlier,
in store. East Parker's man power
Rand won over Frye, 16-14; Whlttier
should be equal to taking both champroved superior to Wilson by a score
pionships if they display the same
This season looks to be a really of 44-5; Cheney ran away with Hacker,
drive they have in basketball this win- bright one for the Garnet divot dig- 35-1; and Rand defeated WhitUer,
ter. West Parker, has the talent for gers. The schedule is the best which 27-20.
good teams, but doesn't show the in- has graced the team In recent years.
Since the early Spring season lasts
terest its neighbor does. Then too, the There are two games each with the only four weeks, the girls are required
New Dorm will prove a very worthy three Maine colleges and one each to attend at least three practices in orcontender and may well scalp every- with Boston University and Tufts, to- der to receive credit As noted before,
thing in sight Oh well, as the Maine talling eight good matches.
credit is given for participation in the
weather prophet would have to say,
This year's team will probably be Tournaments.
"Spring's a long way off yet".
the best seen by the Bobcat for quite
The Tournaments are" well under
some time. There are Co-captains Bill way with many exciting matches as
Lever and Pete HaskeU, Frank Comly, the girls contend to make their particthe Bobcat cubs. Silverman was slow-i
George Coorssen, Bill Gross, and ular house champion In ping-pong or
ed down by a touch of the grippe
Johnny McDonald as the probable first badminton. The first play-offs must be
early in the season and had a tough
six. Lever was going great last sum- completed by Monday, March 17.
time hitting his stride, but his perfoi
mer in several Maine state tourna- A group of girls from the Dance Club
mances in the Hebron game, in which
A five man varsity ski team left ments and was finishing right up under the direction of Miss FahrenLe dropped in 24 points, and another
campus quietly last week end and among the leaders. Comly and Mc- holz, gave a demonstration at the Philcontest where he poured 23 markers
traveled to Bridgton where they pro- Donald were both shooting consis- harmonic Studio. The audience was
through the hoop, mark him as a valceded under the leadership of Julie tently in the seventies last summer. very much interested in the techniques
uable man. In addition to these two,
Thompson to win the Maine State So, it looks as if the Garnet will have performed by the girls.
Deane Hoyt and Joe LaRochelle can
Plans for the Annual demonstration,
College Championship and to take a darn' good squad this year.
be counted on for some good ball.
The team has been given the right March 20, are occupying the attention
second place in the Intermediate DiAfter one reads this it is our hope
to use Garcelon Field and the Martin- of most of the giris.Ruth Bailey and
that he will see that all is not lost, vision of the Intercollegiate Ski Un- dale links in Auburn for practice. As
Kay Curry are in charge of the WAA
ion. Actually two meets were being
and with the next season we can hope
run simultaneously. Bates competed soon as the snow clears, if it ever participation in the affair.
for* new and better things from our
For the Sophomore girls who are in
against MIT and Massachusetts State does, you'll be seeing several of these
courts ters.
ni the I.S.U. competition and against lads out on the field swinging a club doubt as to whether they are members
the University of Maine in the Maine at that very small and very elusive of the Garnet or the Black team, a
State College competition. MIT won pill known as a golf ball. In fact a complete list follows:
Garnet—J. Atkins, P. Beattle, E.
Qrst place in the I.S.U. competition couple have' already been seen shootNORTHEASTERN
with a combined point score of 580.97. ing the ball among the patches of Blance, E. Bliss, M. Burns, V. Chase,
C. Christofferson, A. Coffran, R FoiUNIVERSITY
Bates was second with a score of snow on the athletic field.
There's
yet
another
man
to
keep
son,
V. Gentner, N. Gould, G. Hahnel,
543.58. In the Maine State competition
SCHOOL
LAW
Bates tallied 573.86 points against your eye on; he's Parker Perkins of P. Hicks, B. Johnson, P. Kendrick, M.
DAY PROGRAM
563.86 points for the skiers from the class of '44. Reputed to be one of Llttlefield, H Mansfield, D. Maulsby,
Three Years
the best golfers in Massachusetts, M. McGraU, L Mousette, M- ParkOrono.
EVENING PROGRAM
Perkins will be a welcome addition to hurst, A Parsons, P. Robinson, F.
Four Years
Julie Thompson was not only the the team. In fact he has a handicap of Rolfe, H Smyth, M. Soper, G. Stephe e e
outstanding performer for Bates but five in that stat0 with the Vesper enson, A. Stoehr, R Swanson, H.
A minimum of two years of college
work required lor admission.
also his skiing, exhibition was the Country Club of Lowell, and has come Sweetsir, N. Terry, R Thomas, H WA limited number of scholarships
hghlight of the week end's activity. out on top In several fairly large rich, B. WoodfaU.
available to college graduates.
Julie took first place in the downhill tourneys.
Black—M. Brightman, M. Burt, M
LL.B. Degree conferred
Well,
there's
the
prospect
The
team
event
in
both
the
I.S.U.
and
the
Maine
Admits men and women
College competition. In the slalom, he looks pretty good and the schedule Is
47 MT. VEHNON ST.. BOSTON
took first honors in the competition also good. With that combination golf
Near State House
against Maine and fourth place in the should look up at Bates this year.

I*1" sno«-fal1 because of our reLast week's "Shots" mentioned Bob
l^tul tfticlft we have decided
McLauthlin as one of the Garnet's
M^rmake the process work in
mere consistent track performers.
»rft «•*** a basketball roundWell, t*--. class of '43 is fortunate In
having another excellent trackster as
well Ken Lyford, as you have no
Ij is true that to many of the
doubt guessed, is the gentleman refana
' ""Lketball
anything more ferred to. Last year, his first at Bates,
I** Toast court season will be k» Lyford was in top form. He could be
k,'ot more so, as the weather
counted for about twenty points per
P* u the feeling of the writer
meet and that's not too dusty a record
K can po'"1 out a few items for one man to pile up. Usually com. cheer the readers a bit and
IH them O resort to that time peting in the 40, "the 600, the low hurf ,w,
1 e
El* *Brooklyn saying, "wait 'til dles, the broad Jump, and the 300, L>ford could almost be called a one-man
track team. First place and the accomtbe roost encouraging bit of panying five points were usually his in
turned in by the sophomore three or four of hi3 events. This year
If* * as up of Monk, Boyan, and
as a varsity performer, Lyford has well
These three rookies came lived up to his last year's record. AlV-i
r with consistenUy good perthough he may not have taken part
Monk, a tall, quiet, easy- in as many events, a good share of the
ukesheld down the center Bobcat's firsts have been credited to
His specialty is him in the past season. Ken's best
style.
fine
set shots with unusual \ meet of the year was the one at BowI tfkiitf. as well as fighting for the doin where he smashed one record and
Ll tnd playing a good defensive equalled another. His time in the 600,
I gat Boyan, the more spectacular of 1:14.4, was record-breaking time for
I ■» three, early acquired the habit of the Bowdoin cage. Again in the 300,
I (toying the opposition with his clev- with a time of 32.8, Lyford romped
I,feint and one-hand shot His habit home to victory. This time equalled
I(keeping on top of his opponents on the 300 meet record. There you have
, defense didn't add any Joy to the him, another sophomore star, one of
Impositions life either. His qualities the best tracksters to enter Bates.
litre best brought out in the Colby Golden track shoes to Ken Lyford for
|g« which was played at Lewiston. consistent and excellent performance
|n,lut of the trio, Red King, shone on the cinders.
L tie defense. King did his best job
L one Mr. Rimosukas of Colby,
■stiltlast count was leading the state
Another cinder man worthy of men
II wring. In two games, in which he
I ■: assigned the unenviable task of tion is senior Warren Drury. Known
I .. ■ ; Rimosukas over to the curb for his cross-country running and for
|k scoring, King so thoroughly check- his work in the two-mile distance*,
Id his charge that Rimosukas thought Drury has seen top performance this
| tot he was being guarded by a couple past season. At Bowdoin, in the sam_
meet mentioned above, Drury smashed
| i men at once.
the meet record in his event. His time
Add to these three Harlan Sturgis,
for the two-mile, 10:7.1, was good for
I loamy Flanagan, Dave Shiff, and Bob
the record. That really was some meet;
IxcXeil and one can easily see that
two rec. da were be*tared and two
I the future, though we would not go so
equalled.
I ir u to promise a State Series vic| lory, is not too dark.

Tfi bopes that tt- wUI beC°me

Lire*'"-

When we turn our attention to this
[jar's frosh five, we note two or three
[buketeers who should help out consdirabry next winter. First to capture
I'■■■ glance is Doug Stantial. Stantial
a forward post for the BobI fcttens and led them in scoring, to say
nothing of the capable way in which
he took care of his defensive assign«ent Right behind Stantial we see
George Silverman, lanky pivot man for

Yale University

School of Nursing
A Profession for the
College Woman
*a intensive and basic experi:c
' e in the various branches of
"Wtag Is offered during the
""tMwo months' course which
■*!» to the degree of
MASTER OF HUBSWG
* Bachelor's degree in arts, scl*<* or philosophy from a college
■' '(proved standing is required
,0,
adml8iion.
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Garnet Divot Diggers
Face Bright Season

by "Big Mike" Matragnno. copped top place in the Intramural
basketball league when they annihilated Roger BIU\ 71-20 on
March 5 and drubbed their closest
rivals, the New Dorm, 36-18, last
Saturday afternoon to take the
crown. Kipper Josselyn was high
man in both frays, scoring 18
points against Roger Bill and eight
against the- New Dormites.
In the other contests of the week,
JB edged Off-Campus 37-31 and
lost to the New Dorm 40-49 on
Saturday. In the other basketball
contest of the week Off-Campus,
led by Julie Thompson with 13
points, defeated Roger Bill 36-19.

Cahall R Carey, A Chadbourne, E.
Dalgren, L Davis, M. Derderlan, D.
Fenner, V. Fisher, C. Glazier, H. Gray,
B. Halberstadt L Hollis, R. Horseman, M. Lanckton, J. Lombard, D. Lyman, C. MacKelvie, L Oliver, B. Packard. P. Peterson, V. Salving, E. Sanilli, M Small, V. Weatworth. J. White,
D. Winslow, E Younger.

Between classes...
pause and

DINE and DANCE

HE FILM SHOP
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BOB McLAUTHLIN

Last Friday afternoon the varsity
trackmen vanquished their rivals from
Colby, 70-47, while the frosh were bowing to the yearlings from Waterville,
65-43, in the Bates cage. The meet was
replete with thrills as the teams showed little respect for existing records.
In all, five meet and one cage record
were broken and another meet record
va« tied. There was also a new event
the freshman 28 pound weight instituted so new marks were established
in seven events.
The high spot of the afternoon came
when Don Webster and Gil Peters
clashed in another of their high jump
duels. Webster cleared the bar at six
feet one inch but Peters soared six
feet two and seven-eighths Inches to
crack the cage record. This mark also
unofficially betters the State record
of six feet one and seven-eighths inches which Peters also holds. The high
jumpers, however, were forced to
•hare the spotlight with Bob McLauthlin who ran away with the thousand to lop almost four seconds off
the meet record and to come within
one-fifth of a second of the cage record. Other new marks were set by
Ken Lyford In the 300, Johnny Daggett in the broad jump, Ike Mabee in
the 600, and by Turner of the Colby
frosh in the 300.
Bates dominated the weight events
•n the varsity meet taking 24 points
to 3 for the Gray. The exact reverse
was the situation in the frosh competition as the Bobkittens were able to
garner only a first by Larrabee in the
28 pound weight and second and a
pair of thirds by Jack Shea
Warren Drury led all the way to
win the mile although Dave Nickerson signalized his return to form by
s beautiful kick to pick up a second
and finish at Drury's heels. Ike Mabee won the 600 when Bateman slowed up at the last turn for some unknown reason after he apparently had
the race in the bag. In the two mile
Drury again led all the way. However,
Graham Borden ran his best race of
the year to finish right behind in second place.
In the record breaking thousand McLauthlin turned on the steam all the
way and won going away in his record breaking time. Lyford won the 300
In record time but the most Interesting
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Lyford, Mabee And
McLauthlin Set
New Meet Marks

East Parker Wins
Cheney House Leads
Intramural Title
Rand In Hoop Tourney
The East Parker five, coached

Snowbirds Win State
CoUege Championship

STECKINO'S
SERVING
holian c¥ American
Foods

Mole Frosh Take
Bobkittens, 65-43

Their Firsts Helped To Down Mules

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street/
Pastry Of All Kinds
OPP. Post Office TeL1115-M

the LS.U. competition. Wally Flint did
remarkably well in this event and
Dave Sawyer contributed a good run.
Julie garnered second place in the
jumping in both competitions.
Bill Lever contributed his usual
good performance in the cross-country
event taking second place in the competition against Maine and third place
in the LS.U. affair. Julie Thompson
came through with a smart race in this
event Flint did well, too, for the Bates
cause >n spite of the fact that he covered most of the distance with a
broken ski. Frank Jones did not Compete in all the events because he lacked experience. However, Jonesle has
been coming along fast this season
and he may well prove to be a valuable man when another skiing season
rolls around.

at the

PLAY BALL ...

JOY INN

For fifteen seasons now, bats produced by Hanna have proven by
performance on the diamond — la
hands of Major League or College
players alike.
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American-Chinese Restaurant
Special Dally Dinner - 80e
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SHOE HOSPITAL

COLLKGB
Drop Into
THE QUALITT SHOF
US College St. t atto. from Cantsas
Featarfnf Hambarg Sandwiches
AD Klals ef Shee Reesirtag
Hot Dags and Teastei Sandwiches
nave Tan Tried Oar Sllei Coffee!
Me,
•7CeDegsSt
Onea 7 A. M. to 10««0 P. M.

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

A good way to get the most out
of anything is to pause now and
then and refresh yourself ...with
ice-cold Coca-Cola. Its taste is
delicious. Its after-sense of refreshment is delightful. A short
pause for ice-cold Coca-Cola is
the refreshing thing to do. So
when you pause throughout the
day, make it ffie pause ffiat refVeshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Boalsd under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Call 4040
Far Baal Cenrteens Tax. Service
LETTIST05, MAIBX

COCA-COLA BOTTLINGIPLANTS'INC.
M Second Street
Anbara, Maine
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AT THE THEATRES
Than. Fri. Sat. Mar. 13-14-15
Mickey Reoney In "Andy Hardy's Private Secretary**.
Sun. Mon. Tnes. - March 16-17'18
"Buck Privates" with Abbott and
Costello.
AUBURN
Wednesday and Thursday
"Four Mothers" with the Lane
Sisters and "Let's) Make Music"
with Bob Crosby.
Friday and Saturday
"Melody for Three" with Jean
Hersholt.
Five Acts of Vaudeville.
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
"Rage in Heaven" with Robert
Montgomery and Ingrid Bergman.

Pardon Us ....
Last week's STUDENT erred in
presenting the names of the winning team members in the Sophomore Prize Debate. The affirmative team members, who won five
dollars each, were George Antunes,
Arnold Leavitt, and John Marsh.
Henry Corey, of the opposing
team, won the ten dollar best
speaker's prize.

Colby Meet
lOaataws*
heat of the race
Bateman nosed
ron for second
standing.

from hn T*r«*l
was the one in which
out Tommy Thompplace in the final

The froah meet was dominated by a
pair of speed merchants, Joe Turner
and Bob. St Pierre. The former was
high point man for the day as he rang
up four firsts and a second. His tean
mate was a good second with eighteen
points. Among Turner's accomplishments was the winning of the 300 in
new record time. He also won the 600
and two weight events. St. Pierre was
three inches short of Johnny Daggett's
meet record of 22 feet nine inches in
the
broad
Jump.
Bill
Green
stamped himself as a comer by taking
the pole vault at ten feet nine Inches.
Bert Smith staged a comeback to win
in the thousand after he had collapsed
just short of the finish line in the mile
while in the lead.
Cop>hjUi :>.!. Licom & tirat Toucco Co,

Sean' New Lewiston
Retail Store Opens Today

EYHQUND!
Son ffowy* **

{„ America!

1 j at extro —^'*g*1

Easter Vacation Special
Make Reservations Now
FRIDAY, MAR. 28; 2:15 p.m.
Greyhound Terminal
Tel. 52

In Maine ...
When They Call For Their Favorile Beverage
Discriminating people specify

Poland Spring
MADE WITH WORLD-FAMOUS POLAND WATER
EVERY BOTTLE STERILIZED

AT THE COLLEGE STORE ...
When Poland Spring Beverages are featured-everr
fifLh Bates Student who specifies "Poland Spring" will
receive a free bottle with the compliments of

Sears Roebuck and Company opens
today its new Lewiston retail store
located in a specially constructed
building on Hulett Square. The store
will be under the management of R,
L Colder who will be assisted by Mr.
Auclair.
The building was erected by Charles
Connors of Auburn who was the contractor for the New Dormitory. It is
a three story store faced In yellow
brick and black tile front Something
of an innovation in department stores
will be the service station at the rear
of the store.
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Ladies Boots

Prof. McGee Acclaims
ft
Presentation Of "Escape

KNITTING
YARN
5
balls
Reg. 29c

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS
Promptly * Accurately Filled
Cor. College ft Sabuttu*. Lewistos

Henry Nolin
Jewelry ama Wat*

Lewiston Robber Co.
213 Lisbon St. Lewiston
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LA PETITE ACADEMIC
President
Albert Aucoin '42
Theresa Begin '42
Vice-President
Runner-up for President
Secretary
Lucille Moussette '43
Elaine Hardie '42
Treasurer
Arthur Fontaine '43
Avron Persky '43
SODAIJTAS LATCVA
President
Ruth Andrews '42
Ruth Arenstrup '42
Vice-President
Defeated Candidate for Pre*.
Secretary-Treasurer
Barbara Barsantee '42
Marionn Ludwick '42
Lloyd Morrison '42
DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
Vice-President
Charles Buck '42
James Scharfenberg '42
President
Arnold Eertnbe.-g '42
Robert Langerman *43
Secretary-Treasurer
Helen Martin '49
Ruth Jache '43
SPOFFORD CLUB
President
Barbara White '42
Barbara Stanhope '42
Lyaander Kemp '42
Vice-President
Runner-up for President
Secretary-Xreasurcr
Mary Curtis '42
Claire Wilson '42
OFF-CAMPUS MEN'S CLUB
President
John Draper '42
Joseph Howard '42
Vice-President
»
Carl Monk '43
Norman Tufts *43
Secretary-Treasurer
Everett Davis '44
Walter Davis '44

AJKTHEMANWHOHJW.Gibb.
secretary ... 3088 calls from
employers last year . .. your
cue, Miss 1941! Catalog tells
all—send for one.

KATHARINE GIBBS
—' «....,, N.. Von c,„
•0 Mj.lbo-oo,. s,., «„,,,,„ „...

Betty Moore '48
Ruth Ulrica '41
CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB
President
Hartley Ray '42
Verne Smith '41
Vice-President
Prlscilla Bowles '42
Marion Ludwick "42
Secretary
Anne Bruemmer '49
Annabel Coffran '43
Treasurer
Gordon Corbett '43
Richard Stoughton '43

The

INC.

BROTHERS

AUTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monnmenfsl Works
S-10 Bates Street

TUFTS

Auburn

Printing Specialists

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AVBVBX.

MB,

m ,«,•

Brings a New Kind of Store to
LEWISTON at 212 Main St.

AST CLUB
President
Anne Bruemmer '42
Nancy Gould '43
Vice-President
Barbara Putney '42
Donald Cheetham '42
Secretary
Elizabeth Roberts '42
Emily Povall '44
Dorothy Tuttle '42
Treasurer
Kenneth Lyford '43
Melvin Gulbrandsen '42
PHIL-HELLENIC SOCIETY
President
Marion Ludwick '42
Theodora Rizoulls '43
Secretary-Treasurer
Francis Jones '42
Richard Hitchcock '42
LAYVRANCE CHEMICAL SOCIETY
President
Erland WentzeB '42
Richard Carroll '43
Richard Blanchard '42
Vice-President
Runner-up for President
Secretary-Treasurer
Malcolm Jewell '42
Albert Wise '42
David Kahn '42
JORDAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
President
Eben Bennett '42
Daniel Dustin '42
Percy Knight '42
Vice-President
Runner-up for President
Secretary-Treasurer
Albert Ring '42
Melvin Gulbrandsen '43
SWIMMING CLUB
President
Virginia Day '42
Christine Williamson '43
Vice-President
Ida May HolUa '43
Jane White '43
S^retaiy-Treaaorer
Barbara Moore '42
Nina Leonard '44
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James P. Murphy
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Honors List

Black & White

$1.98

PECK'S
SALE

Nineteen men and ten women comprise the varsity debating squad for
the second semester was announced
By R. KARLE McGEE
this week by Prof. Brooks Quimby, director of debating. One junior and
dog" Englishman with the civilized
Galsworthy's "Escape" is of unusual
four freshmen were added as a result
resourcefulness and charm of the trainterest It Is a little strange to find
of the recent tryouts.
ditional English gentleman. The tired
Galsworthy, the modern realist turnThose named to varsity squad, thus
bewilderment of his renunciation at
ing to the form of the old morality
the sanctuary came as the fitting cli- becoming members of the Debating.
play. Though he has a clear head, a
Council, are: 1941, David Jennings, |
max of an excellent performance.
fine eye for the object, a delicate sense
Of the other roles, the reviewer finds Elizabeth Swnn, Harriet White; 1942,
of balance, Galsworthy also has an unhimself embarrassed in the presence Prlscilla Bowles, Charles Buck, Arthur
usually gentle and sensitive heart, a
Cole, Honorine Hadley, Patrick Har-J
deep and constant sense of pity. He of God's plenty. It seems Invidious to
select There is the quiet distinction rington, Thomas Howarth, Myra Hoyt
has a sense of humor as well.
David Kahn, Sumner Levin, David |
"Escape" is noticeably less full- and exquisite purity of speech of Mr.
Vichols, Paul Quimby, Jane WooiRichard
Horton's
old
gentleman.
There
ea
blooded than Galsworthy's earlier
bury, Elise Woods; 1943, Henry Corey,
is
the
fine
stage
presence
of
Mr.
John
dramas, but it has instead a grace, a
Waldemar Flint Freeman Rawson,
delicate, formal beauty as of Thir- Marsh. Miss Elizabeth Swann had just
Just the yarn to knit s
,
Valerie Saiving, Arnold Stinchfield,
the
right
vitality
and
bitterness;
Mi.
teenth Century glass. The many minor
J
will add Spring co!w fc
John Thurlow, Alexander Williams;
characters, while remaining moral Oberst convincing toughness; Miss
Z944, Madeline Butler, Despina Doukas, \
Crete
Woodard
lovely,
warm-hearted
trekking . . .
types, come to life under Galsworthy's
Edward Dunn, Robert MacFarlane,
hands In a really surprising way. They brashness; Mr. David Nickerson—weT,
everything his part demanded. M!ss Vincent McKusick, and Norman TemB* 600 yard •#* h jj
also fit into a fine dramatic pattern.
Rebecca
Finnie
gave
pure
delight
as
ple.
"Escape" was a happy choice; for It
of ten beautiful colon.
drove home the realization of what a the old Scottish maid; Miss Marilyn
talented group of players the Robin- Miller, as the sporting English lady.
sonians are. It is a rare privilege to Mr. George Antunes made an excelOf course you don't HAVE t
be able to say of so large an amateur lent crotchety English constable, a
<<<Mtl*MJ from !■■.•• O.C1
it
for sweaters... ftJJ
cast that all the parts were well done. worthy descendant of Dogberry. Miss
James P. Munn, and John V. Shea.
Powena
Fairchlld
was
the
embodiment
The guiding hand of Miss Schaeffer
ly in other wearables.
The other contestants for the cup
has shown before now the Midas of Christian grace, while Miss Barhonors,
all
of
whom
are
represented
touch; it is a pleasure to acknowledgt bara Mouiton often caught the exact
coloring and attitude beloved of the by three or more graduates, are: Engit again.
STREET FLOOR
lish High School, Lynn, Mass.; Senior
Mr. Charles Senior brought to the Italian primitive painter. The minor
principal role a fine sense of restraint roles, to say it again, were compe- High, New Britain, Conn.; Edward
intelligence, and easy control. His tently done. One word more 3 The Little High School, Auburn; Lewiston
Matt Der.ant succeeded in blending poetic realism of the sets and lighting High; Newton High, Newtonville,
Mass.; Melrose, Mass., High; Milton,
the; moral conviction of the "bull- deserve the warmest praise.
Mass., High; MCI, Pittsfield; Maiden,
DeUYIons let Cnt*
Mass., High; Bridgton Academy; Lawrence Academy, Groton, Mass.; Huntl»ow B-lnr Sole it T«
ington School Boston; Mt Hermon
DANCE CLUB
BATES COLLEGE ITD|||
School, Mt Hermon, Mass.
President

Hiram Richer & Sons
Poland Spring, Maine
This Offer Expires March 19, 1941

Varsity Debate Squad
Includes 29 Members

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
■AT IT WTTB Kl CBBAH

Open Today! !
SEARS new, modern department store offers residents of U«H
8
di*e i£es whf^"^
***** a "^ber of additional a***
aZ OXJSlchJwere n°* carried in the old store, and a **"J2\

&£££&£?£?* *P«t»«a »* *« ""* "H

Sne PZ2£0* f0J a surPrUe! The latest developments in me:H
acore aes
the doors on»r, »j
,
»Kn will be reveaiea " caildurW
our cSnf?J£** f°r Jroup inaP«tion! We welcome your
Opening Days, and hope you come back often!

Inspect These Complete Dep&|
WOMEN'S BEADT-TO-UT4R

COMETS, SS^St™**

SILK HOSIERY
WFANTS' WEAR
CERTAINS, DRAPERIES
™WING MACHINES
MEN'S AND BOYS' WFAR
DRESS, WOMfflo^
SPORTING GOODS

STOVES AND RANGES
WASHERS, ntONW»
VACUUM CLEANER"
AUTO ACCESSORIES
PAINTS - WALL FAff*
PLUMBING AND RB»"
SILVERTONE RADll^cgIL
MOTOR OKL AND BA frttfl
ALLSTATE TUtES aim
■
FURNITURE - W*erll<
FARM BUILDING Str™*^

Sears, Roebuck antfCo
212 Main St.

Phone 510°

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.

Lewbtoa

Telephone 4834-B

News

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Student*

